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Abstract 

With the aim of improving processing of seamless tubes made of a HSLA steel containing Cr, 

V, Nb and N. Three continuous cooling transformation diagrams were constructed for the 

HSLA steel containing Cr, V, Nb and N – standard CCT diagram as well as DCCT diagram 

including the effect of previous deformation for austenitizing temperature 900 °C, and another 

DCCT diagram for austenitizing temperature 1280 °C. Combining the location in continuously 

cast bloom with the material’s thermomechanical treatment, initial austenite grain of size 

approx. 10 µm was obtained at low-temperature heating and approx. >200 µm at high-

temperature heating of the dilatometry samples. Deformation at temperature 900 °C influenced 

the phase transformations only little, but the effect of coarse grain was considerable, by 

dropping down the Ferrite-start temperature up to 200 °C in comparison with the fine-grain 

structure. The initial coarse-grain microstructure accelerated the acicular ferrite formation. The 

developed diagrams can be used in a seamless tube rolling mill for the stage of cooling from 

finish-rolling temperature or for the subsequent thermal processing. 

Keywords: seamless tubes; HSLA steel; controlled rolling; continuous cooling transformation 

diagrams; effect of deformation; microstructure. 

Abstrakt 

Pro mikrolegovanou ocel X70 s Cr, V, Nb a N byly sestaveny tři diagramy anizotermického 

rozpadu austenitu. Pro teplotu austenitizace 900 °C to byl tradiční CCT diagram i DCCT 

diagram reflektující vliv předchozí deformace, pro teplotu ohřevu 1280 °C to byl jen další 

DCCT diagram. Kombinací výběru místa v plynule litém bloku a termomechanického 

zpracování materiálu se podařilo získat výchozí austenitické zrno o velikosti cca 10 µm 

v případě nízkoteplotního, resp. >200 µm v případě vysokoteplotního ohřevu dilatometrických 

vzorků. Vlastní deformace při teplotě 900 °C měla na průběh fázových transformací jen malý 

vliv, zato účinek hrubého zrna byl enormní, když snížil teplotu Ferit-start až o 200 °C ve 

srovnání s jemnozrnnou strukturou. Výchozí hrubozrnná mikrostruktura akcelerovala vznik 

acikulárního feritu. Vyvinuté diagramy jsou využitelné ve válcovně bezešvých trub pro fázi 

ochlazování z doválcovací teploty, resp. při jejich následném tepelném zpracování. 

Klíčová slova: bezešvé trubky; mikrolegovaná ocel; řízené válcování; diagramy 

anizotermického rozpadu austenitu; vliv deformace; mikrostruktura.  
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1. Introduction  

Steels are largely used for engineering purposes such as pipelines for few centuries. Last 

decades, micro-alloyed steels have emerged and been continuously improved. For this class of 

steel, more than qualities brought by chemical composition, a mastered making process give 

great mechanical properties and weldability. Application of these steels on seamless tubes 

obtained by controlled rolling lead to specificities of input setting parameters. Among the input 

parameters some are critical, such as initial microstructure (e.g. austenite grain size) and 

previous deformation (ratio of residual hardening and softening). Because development of the 

optimum setting in the plant would slow down production and have unnecessary cost, this 

document offer analysis of initial microstructure and previous deformation effect by laboratory 

work.  

Theoretical analysis begins by an introduction in a first instance the methods and the industrial 

choices of the production of seamless tubes in Třinecké železárny. Industrial choices and 

methods mean a brief presentation of the company, and the machining of seamless tubes 

making. More largely it is described seamless tubes, HSLA steels as well as controlled rolling. 

The sections of this part will naturally and logically bring the topic to the specifics of controlled 

rolling applied on HSLA steel seamless tubes. Afterward, theoretical analysis deal will the 

study of phases. With the same logic as in the first part, this part describes succinctly 

microstructures importance, cooling phenomenon, dilatometry… to progressively come into 

(D)CCT diagrams topic. 

Practical processing describes analysis and preparation of the input samples, show the results 

of optical assessment and hardness testing. (D)CCT diagrams and their correlation thereafter 

come because they are powerful tools to display the results. 

2. Theoretical analysis 

2.1 Třinecké železárny a.s. overview 

Třinecké železárny which can be translated in English by splitting the terms Třinec, the location 

of establishment of the company in the Silesian region, Czech Republic, and also by the word 

železárny, which means iron/steel works. This company made of traditions and adaptions since 

1839 is nowadays the biggest Czech steelmaking company with domestic capital and produces 

the largest amount of steel in the Czech Republic [1]. The logo of the company (Figure 1) “three 
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hammers in a circle” represent the initial method of steel forming used at the origin of the 

company, and it is accompanying the steel product until today. The company came through lot 

of political and social conflicts and is today perfectly aware with industrial orientation, 

traditional knowledges and innovation. 

 

Figure 1 : Logo of Třinecké železárny 

2.1.2 Production  

Since its creation, the company has produced more than 170 million tons of steels. Nowadays 

the company produces roughly 2.5 million tons per year of various long rolled products, such 

as rails, railway superstructure accessories, bars, sections, wire rod, steel semis and special bars. 

The production is then delivered to about 50 countries. 

At the beginning of all productions, company is using a Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF Figure 2) 

to convert pig iron into the appropriate chemical composition. The aim of the BOF is to 

transform this pig iron and scraps into steels, which are more suitable for engineering purposes.  

The oxygen interacts with the molten pig iron to oxidize undesirable elements, including excess 

of carbon, manganese, and silicon from the ore, limestone, and other impurities such as sulphur 

and phosphorus. Alloying elements can be added into the ladle in order to obtain the desired 

Figure 2: BOF converter – largely used by Třinecké železárny company [2] 
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chemical composition. In case of further needs of purification, for high grades of metal as the 

one used for railway, a degassing of the oxygen and hydrogen is possible by this method. 

2.1.3 Collaboration 

In order to illustrate real problematic to the students, but also to keep a lead in term of 

innovation, VSB share topics with few industrials. In another hand, Třinecké železárny has 

chosen to entrust VSB to bring new edge and care with great theoretical knowledge into several 

projects such as this one. 

2.2 Seamless tubes 

2.2.1 Definition 

Transportation of fluids (gas and liquids) emerged quite early in history and are still problematic 

in some countries. Tubes have been presented as the optimal engineering solution for this 

problem in case of relatively low distances or intensive and continuous needs. These fluids 

transportations have rapidly become a materials engineering challenge whose purposes were to 

find materials with resistance of the fluids, environment and obviously leak-proof [3]. 

Thereafter, tubes have shown qualities on mechanical parts, when the aim to reduce weight of 

a structure. 

According to the situation, metallic, plastics or even composite materials can be strategically 

chosen. Any material has certain advantages and disadvantages, therefore it becomes important 

to strategically choose the material with regards to all factors and characteristics. For example 

glass can give perfect tubes when looking for chemical inertness, but abhorrent when used for 

toughness. Metal family of material is a wise choice when the needed characteristics are for 

example: 

 High toughness, allowing high pressure and shocks 

 Low amount of porosity 

 Cost relatively low 

 Weldability and possibility to be pierced 

 Weight of accepted solution is tolerate. 

Out of cosmetic aspect seamless tubes compared to welded ones show material homogeneity, 

no added metals, no heat-affected zone and no geometric discontinuities bringing stress 

concentration. 
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2.2.2 Manufacturing processes 

It exist several way to product seamless tubes related to the size of the tubes [3, 4, and 5], the 

materials and the required quality. 

Fabrication of seamless tubes demands various metallurgical knowledge. First task is to get the 

standardized metal which is made from the specific amount of alloying elements while 

containing minimum of impurities. Subsequently those alloys go through several rolling mills 

(continuous casting rolling, universal rolling mills, billet mills) for multiple passes, forming 

them into square bloom and then round billet. Billets are cut to the desired length, lubricated 

and heated to increase their formability 

Mannesmann and Pilger mills (Figure 3) are then piercing and elongating the billets to a shape 

close to the final products. During last stages, in spite of the previous heating, grains have been 

deformed which means: 

 Alloy has been strengthened and part of the ductility had been lost 

 If deformations were severe enough refinement grain strengthening is possible. 

 

 

Figure 3 : Piercing and elongating process [6] 
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Tubes are then straightened through a mill and received another thermic treatment to procure 

recrystallization but mainly to get the allotropic transformation to the austenite.  

After that, the austenite will be cooled down with a perfectly controlled temperature variation. 

Cooling process strongly affect the final microstructure, the yield strength and the hardness.   

Tubes are then straighten again before dimensional and material inspections. Finally seamless 

tubes are cut and packed to be delivered to customers. 

Figure 4 : TŘINECKÉ ŽELEZÁRNY making processes of seamless tubes [5] 
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2.2.3 Mechanical specification 

Tubes and pipes have the major function to make flow fluids under a certain pressure. Pressure 

resistance of the tube is very important, and tightly linked to yield and tensile stress of the 

structure [7]. For a certain value of maximum pressure in use it is needed to know exactly the 

mechanical characteristics of the material, in order to determine the thickness of the tubes’ wall. 

Consequently, it is possible to deduce that the high yield strength values bring positive influence 

on: 

 thickness of wall 

 weight of the structure 

 final price  

 admissible pressure. 

If we consider our tube under constant pressure, no defect, ambient temperature, without safety 

coefficient, following relation occurs: 

𝑅𝑒 = 𝜎𝑡 ≥
𝑃𝐷

2𝑡
 (1) 

𝜎𝑡 : Tangential stress (N) 

P: Intern pressure (MPa) 

D: Diameter (mm) 

t: Tube thickness or Diameter extern – Diameter intern (mm) 

Re: minimum Yield strength needed (MPa) 

Relatively high toughness is also very important because it prevents a defect of spreading, 

resistance. In fact, low toughness can lead to instant destruction of the tube if a small defect is 

present.  

Metallic materials are therefore the right choice, because this family of materials use to have 

high yield strength, high toughness, resistance to vibration, and good manufacturing price. 

2.3 HSLA steels  

2.3.1 Composition 

HSLA steels (the acronym for High Strength Low Alloy) are based on iron with low content of 

alloying element, thereby endless possibilities of chemical compositions belong to this category 
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of alloy [7]. However; the total amount of alloying element is usually around 0.1 wt%, in other 

words, iron content is about 99% for this class of alloys. 

Generally the content of the different constituents are about: 

 Carbon is in the range of  0.03wt% to 0.1wt% 

 Manganese ≃ 1.5 wt% 

 0.1wt%  of niobium, vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, titanium. 

2.3.2 Convenience of HSLA steels 

Among steels, low carbon content steels have also low strength. When increasing the carbon 

content of the steels, strength get higher at the expense of toughness, weldability, ductility but 

also ductile to brittle transition temperature [8, 9]. In the seamless tubes engineering problem, 

it is needed to obtain high strength and toughness. HSLA steels are hybrids between plain 

carbon steels and alloyed steels and are considered to be a separate class of steel. They allow to 

achieve a good performance in all mechanical characteristics. In fact, this class of alloys offers 

a range of possible yield strengths from 400MPa to 550MPa whereas ordinary mild steels 

difficultly reach 250 MPa. The root mechanisms of this difference of strength are explained 

bellow, in the section “Strengthening mechanisms”. 

Also, since alloys are usually the most expensive components, price of HSLA steels are a little 

bit higher than plain steels but still competitive because of the mechanical characteristic gains.  

The most common applications of HSLA steels are pipelines due to high ratio between strength 

and toughness. In cold environment they are useful to reduce weight of industrial parts, such as 

in the automotive industry.  

2.3.3 Strengthening mechanisms  

Low alloying 

Alloying elements are primes parameters influencing mechanical properties (as well as 

chemical). In the Figure 5, there can be observed the influence of carbon on steels on yield 

strength. Carbon seems to have marvelous influence on mechanical properties. Unfortunately, 

this high content carbon steels have negative side effects compared to plain steels, by for 

example, significantly dropping down ductility and increasing density [2].  
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Figure 5 : influence of alloying elements on yield strength [10] 

By comparing only the raw influence of alloying elements, it would be justified to expect lower 

mechanical features when lowering content of alloying elements. Nonetheless, mainly two 

strengthening mechanisms occur and largely offset this lack of alloying elements in HSLA 

steels.  

Carbides 

Nobium, vanadium and titanium are elements which have strong chemical affinity with carbon, 

forming carbides with carbon at very high temperatures. For example, Nobium carbides do not 

dissolve at temperatures below 1050°C. Controlled rolling parameters, as well as cooling down, 

enable the emergence of thin carbides (about 10nm) well spread into the austenitic matrix. 

Presence of this carbides leads to two main advantages: 

 They inhibit grain growth of the austenite, giving smaller grain size in the final product 

 They take a role of hard precipitate, creating precipitation strengthening. 

Alloying strengthening 

In spite of low alloying, manganese gives a little alloying strengthening to the final product, 

even though this strengthening is not the main reason of the performance difference with plain 

steels. 
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Precipitation strengthening 

Precipitation strengthening is a mechanism taking place in alloys when they are heated to high 

temperatures and rapidly cooled down (quenched). During cooling, alloying elements get 

trapped into the solid solution [2, 7]. 

After reheating to lower temperature, the host metal rejects alloying elements into the form of 

fine precipitate which increases the thermodynamic energy of the system. 

Precipitation only occurs from over saturated alloying elements concentration in a solid 

solution. In other words, at a certain temperature, elements are non-miscible in the solid state 

solution, and consequently, they are spread into the solid mixture. The obtained organization of 

atoms in HSLA steels is then (with appropriate cooling rate): 

 Ferrite grains, body centered iron at ≃99% 

 Fine precipitates particles from alloying element, carbides (NbC), Nitrides (TiN), 

carbonitrides.  

These fine precipitate particles create obstacles to the movements of dislocations and offer a 

resistance to slip, by which they increase the strength and hardness of the material. 

Ferrite grains refinement 

Grains refinement mechanism performs the main role of strengthening in these alloys. This 

strengthening mechanism is the only one existing without negative side effects, while 

increasing strength, ductility, toughness…  

Grain refinement is obtained at high temperature after or/and during the application of a 

sufficient amount of plastic deformation. Indeed, combination of these two conditions will 

enable recrystallization in order to decrease intern energy of the steels. 

HSLA steels are composed of finer grains, because the fine precipitates (carbides) provide 

additional location for ferrite nuclei to form during cooling.  

Grain size and strength are linked by the mathematical model proposed by Hall-Petch, which 

has been considerably used to develop HSLA steels. This relation shows that the smaller the 

grain size, the higher is the yield strength of the metal which matter.  

𝑅𝑒0.2 = 𝜎0 + 𝑘𝑑−0.5 (2) 

Re0.2: conventional yield strength (MPa) 

σ0: Constant (MPa) 

k : Petch coefficient, depending on the material 

d : Average size of grains (mm) 
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It is important to mention that this relation works only for microstructures made of fairly 

homogeneous grains size. Unevenness of the grains size have though negative impact to be 

aware with. 

Generally alloying elements of HSLA steels hinder grains growth, therefore, they enhance the 

even grain sized structure. Micro alloying allows to have even and fine grains structure (Figure 

6) on condition to known and controlled thermo-mechanical processing. 

 

Figure 6 : Difference of grain size between Plain Carbon and HSLA steels [2] 

Note: In practical part there will be described the grain size of austenite. 

Work hardening 

A metal is worked hardened when it endures deformation at a relatively low temperature i.e. 

lower than the recrystallization temperature empirically given bellow. In the case of seamless 

tubes forming, deformation under such a condition might be done, particularly on last rolling 

passes [11]. 

𝑇𝑟𝑥 = 0.4 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 (3)  

Trx : Temperature minimum at which recrystallization is possible (K) 

Tmelt: Melting temperature (K) 

Work hardening can positively strengthen the metal but affect negatively ductility. 

Measurement of grain size 

Theoretically this kind of steels, the HSLA, are composed from finer ferrite than the classic 

steels and are particularly suitable when these microstructures are wanted. 
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Grain size is a statistic phenomenon influenced by physical parameters such as temperature, 

time and applied strain. To characterize the grain size, it is necessary to transform the 

measurement obtained from the micrography to one perfect circle diameter. For this purpose, 

the planimetric procedure [12] (see Table 1) has been used. More clearly, every grain size given 

come from at least 50 measurements which have been done for every given average grain size. 

Since grains size are statistic, measurement have been taken on some random imaginary lines 

from random directions and in large quantity. The average of the distance measured is then 

transformed in a perfect circle/grain diameter. To convert distance into grain size diameter, it 

the table below with the application of linear approximation has been used.  

 

Table 1 : Equivalence of average grains size [12] 

Furthermore, acicular ferrite is not taken into consideration for two main reasons which are: 

 Difficulty to obtain accurate value 

 Presence of it exclusively on uneven grain size microstructures. 

2.4 Specifics of the seamless tubes controlled rolling 

2.4.1 Controlled rolling 

HSLA steels can provide, as previously said, great mechanical features. Unfortunately, this 

mechanical characteristics are very dependent on quality of the thermo-mechanical processing, 

which is in this case rolling. Indeed, to obtain the best from this class, it is important to have a 

perfect control of setting parameters as well as a good knowledge of them. Control of the 
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parameters includes a perfect schedule and management of the temperature and time as well as 

the incoming strains [13, 14, 15]. Without this strict control micro alloying becomes pointless, 

or even worse, it can negatively affect mechanical properties of the final product. Controlled 

rolling, tin fact, consists of a forming process at austenitization temperatures which gives 

enough energy to enable grains of the steels to recrystallize but not enough to let them grow. In 

the practice, controlled rolling takes place at lower temperatures (1100°C) than conventional 

hot rolling (starting at about 1200°C) [11, 16, 17, 18]. Carrying out the forming at lower 

temperatures does not only provide smaller grain size but has other consequences such as: 

 Work hardening during last rolling passes 

 Higher amount of energy is needed by the rolling mills 

2.4.2 Specifics of the seamless tubes 

Seamless tubes rolling has some differences compared to simpler shapes [18, 19, 20]. Due to 

the simple fact of their shape, tubes have more heterogeneous thermal exchanges than round 

billets. Indeed, having inner and outer surface increases the thermal exchanges and makes them 

much more complex. Outer surface is subject to convection and conduction with the 

environment as well as conduction with the rest of the tube. Whereas inner surface also benefits 

of radiation energy from the surface in front of it. 

Another important point, but more technical, is the statement of the technologies in use. 

Compared to controlled rolling of flat product Mannesmann cross roll piercing mills have the 

disadvantages to: 

 Apply more heterogeneous strains, therefore uneven frictions 

 Have lower permissible strain rates 

 Be a process more time-consuming. 

Lower values of strain rates and longer processing time inhibits recrystallization promote grain 

growth [21, 22, 23]. Consequently, it has negative value on grain refinement strengthening as 

well as precipitation strengthening. Regarding to heterogeneities of temperatures and applied 

strains, these process disadvantages can lead to unwanted uneven microstructures of the final 

product. 
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2.5 Phase studies 

2.5.1 Material microstructure 

Organization of atoms can drastically change the characteristics of a material in spite of exact 

similar chemical composition. These changes of microstructures at same chemical composition 

are called allotropic transformation [7]. Material structure is a very deep topic from which will 

be given important notion for our application. Also, in metals it is important to note the 

following basics: 

 Microstructure is not always homogeneous in a part. 

 Microstructure is not unchangeable, thermomechanical processing make changes 

possible. 

Each of the experiments contained in this diploma thesis has been originated with a con-cast 

bloom. In compliance with literature, this kind of part are made of a highly heterogeneous 

microstructure. All along the experiments, parts go through heating, cooling, rolling and other 

processes which perform constant change of the microstructures. To assess the microstructure 

of a precise spot at one moment, material engineers have at their disposal plenty types of 

analysis.  Among them, some are not possible to use, some are not pertinent. Hardness and 

optical analysis are optimal solutions because: 

 Technology known and available 

 The possible use within the shape and material of the sample 

 The output data they offer. 

2.5.2 Hardness analysis 

Hardness is one of the basic values of material engineering, therefore it is perfectly mastered 

experiment which does not require any unusual equipment. Additionally, it has been found that 

there exists a relation between the hardness and the ultimate tensile strength of the materials as 

shown in Figure 7. Unfortunately, hardness is often opposed to ductility and toughness. Rupture 

of hard material is often brutal and sudden. Ductility is requested for most of the engineering 

products for the previous reasons. 
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Figure 7 : Hardness influence on fracture type and stress/strain curve [2] 

Hardness is the resistance to penetration, and the majority of hardness testers force a small 

sphere, pyramid, or cone into a specimen by means of an applied load. According to the choice 

of penetrator and applied load the given results are different. Nevertheless, it is possible to make 

equivalence between the tests if needed. 

2.5.3 Optical metallography  

Optical metallography is in this case a method used to analyze the microstructures given by the 

other experiences [24]. This method is very suitable as it provides fundamental information 

obtained by relatively basic equipment. It can give several interesting information such as: 

 Number of present phases and their morphology 

 Identification of perlite and ferrite and their share rate  

 Grain size of ferrite, austenite and pearlite if needed 

 Evenness of the grain size. 

With a good knowledge of microstructures it is also possible to compare empirically the results 

of the previous test. It means that for the given application, some microstructures are more or 

less suitable and some must be taken away for engineering purposes. Of course, hardness test 

helps to verify these assumptions. 

2.5.4 Thermodynamic and microstructure 

Past and present temperatures and mechanical stresses are the main parameters influencing 

microstructure. In this way, for example, features and microstructures of a steel without 

deformation and at ambient temperature only depends on the past thermomechanical 
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treatments. When applying high temperature or deformation, characteristics and 

microstructures changes. 

Deformation is raising internal energy of the material provoking strengthening and ability of 

the material to recover on favorable environment.  

2.5.5 Case of cooling down 

In order to obtain purified chemical composition, or to significantly increase formability, steel 

endures huge changes of temperature that modifies its structure [25]. From molten to austenitic 

temperature no significant changes happen for engineering purposes. Cooling down from 

austenitic to ambient temperature is critical process. Throughout this step, microstructure of the 

future use, giving certain properties, is largely influenced.  

900°C a key temperature – Austenite transformation 

Phase transformations are related to crystallography topic, they are the results of changes of 

arrangement of the atoms between them as a thermodynamic adaptation. These rearrangements 

can significantly change the properties of the metal [26, 27]. 

For all the measurements, samples have been stabilizes during a dwell time to 900°C. 900°C is 

a very important temperature, it is last degrees at which the samples have an austenitic form (an 

allotropic face centered cubic structure of the steel). This structure is an obvious step of cooling 

from higher temperature. Nevertheless, it is the origin of all the final microstructures possible 

according to several parameters. The possible phases are: 

 Ferrite (globular or acicular) 

 Pearlite (lamellar) 

 Bainite (acicular) 

 Martensite (highly acicular). 

It is though not usual to obtain a structure made of only one of these components due to 

thermochemical reactions, it is rather a mix of 2 or 3 of this phases.  

2.6 CCT and DCCT diagrams 

(D)CCT diagrams are powerful tools which help to understand results of the experimental parts. 

This section defines (D)CCT diagrams, gives basics about phase transformations, dilatometry 

and (D)CCT diagrams making. 
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2.6.1 Definition 

DCCT and CCT diagrams compile several data from dilatometric curves and phase analysis in 

order to display phase transformation temperatures according to kinetic parameters (cooling 

rate and time). A rougher definition could be that they indicate at which temperatures and 

moments phases are formed according to precise other given parameters like initial 

microstructure [28, 29]. 

DCCT means Deformation Continuous Cooling Transformation and CCT Continuous Cooling 

Transformation. Unlike in DCCT diagrams, cooling stage of CCT diagrams is not preceded by 

deformations [9]. Consequently DCCT is more suitable to display simulation of thermo-

mechanical processing (e.g hot rolling), whereas CCT is perfect for pure material 

thermodynamic studies (e.g heating cycle of an alloy). 

2.6.2 Importance and use of transformation diagrams  

In order to obtain purified chemical composition, or to significantly increase formability, steel 

endures huge changes of temperature that modifies its microstructure. From molten to austenitic 

temperature no significant changes happen for engineering purposes. Cooling from austenitic 

to ambient temperature is a critical step of the process. Throughout cooling down step, 

microstructure of the future use, giving certain properties, is largely affected [30, 31].  

2.6.3 Experimental construction of transformation diagrams 

Dilatometry 

Dilatometry measures the relative change of length or volume depending on the temperature 

[32]. This method enables to show at which temperatures takes place the phase transformations. 

This transformation phase temperatures are deduced by mean of two slight chemical-physics 

phenomenon: 

 Phase transformation release/consume heat (due to enthalpy) create discontinuity of the 

curve 

 A slight variation of the dilation coefficient. 
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All the measurements have been done with the plastometer Gleeble 3800, with simulation 

module Hydrawedge II. This equipment allows perfect management and control of 

thermomechanical process parameters. Despite the fact that this experiments allow to observe 

temperature of phase transformation according to different parameters, it is impossible to 

identify precisely: 

 The type of phase obtained 

 The grains size 

 State of precipitation. 

Thermomechanical processes into the dilatometer 

The dilatometer Gleblee 3800 has much more functions than only measurement of the 

dependence of relative expansion over the temperatures variation. Among these possibilities, 2 

parameters have largely helped to answer our problematic, these are: 

 The application or not of deformation during cooling down 

 The use of the heating system to get the wanted sample treatment. 

The application of deformation is in this case used to compare the differences if deformation is 

applied or not during cooling. Furthermore, the applied deformation during the experiment is 

simulating the metal forming occurred to seamless tubes of real products. Despite the fairly 

high strain rate given by this experiment, it is still lower than seamless tubes products which 

are pierced and elongated. 

For one of the samples (sample B), the grains growth by heating treatment had been managed 

by the dilatometer. It allows much more accuracy it the thermic treatment than most of the 

conventional furnaces. 

Reading of the dilatometry curves 

The most important data of the dilatometry curves are compiled in (D)CCT diagrams. It can be 

helpful to be able to read a dilatometry curve, and what data are selected from here to have a 

better understanding of presentation of the results. 

To explain dilatometry curve, it has been chosen to use as a support a curve from our 

experiments (Figure 8,Figure 9). The used curve arise from the columnar coarse structure 

(Figure 14, zone 2) and is a test with deformation at a cooling rate of 0.5°C/s. 
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Figure 8 : Dilatometry - Whole temperature cycle 

On the left side of the curve the raising of temperature occurs from 20 to 1280°C. It is largely 

observable that when temperature increase the relative length (Δl=l/l0) of the sample taken 

increase. 

The temperature is then stabilized to 900°C homogenization of the temperature through the all 

part. During this dwell time a tensile strain is applied as highlighted by the green dot line, the 

influence of the deformation will be given thanks to this study. 

On the right side starts the cooling of the part, contrary to the heating applied at the beginning, 

the sample shrinks when decreasing temperature.  

There exist a difference of phase transformation temperatures when cooling or heating, see 

orange dots lines and 1280°C to 900°C delta. This one is classical, and is due to temperature 

hysteresis of allotropic phase transformation and increase when increasing the cooling rate. 

This curve allow to guess of approximate phase transformation temperature even though a zoom 

on the cooling phase from 900°C to ambient temperature is needed for correct observations. 
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Figure 9 : Dilatometry transformation - cooling phase 

With this zoom of the previous curve we can observe 3 phase transformation and their 

associated temperature. First one occurs at ≈750°C, second at ≈680°C and last one at ≈590°C. 

These three points will transferred on the DCCT diagram for this sample with this cooling rate 

at the appropriate place. Micrographic and hardness test will then help for the identification of 

the present phase transformation. 

Note: First transformations diagrams of this thesis is on Figure 33, in this figure, red lines 

represent phase transformations start and finish. Cooling rate curves start at 900°C and end at 

the 100°C and 300°C (for the slowest cooling rates). All curves are labelled by related specific 

information (e.g. fs: which means pearlite start or 35 is the value of the cooling rate in °C/s). 

Different cooling rates for a same sample 

It is very important to mention the final properties (due to microstructure) highly depends on 

the cooling rate. High cooling rate will give hard properties to the steel due to presence of 

martensite, the other way around, slow cooling rate will offer softer structure due to ferrite 

structure. To predict the structure according to the cooling rate, several cooling rate have been 

applied to several pieces of our 3 samples. Indeed, 14 cooling rates per sample have been 

applied to cover large frame of nearly all microstructure possible and piece have been then 

analyzed. The frame of cooling rate chosen is 0.15°C/s to 80°C/s. 
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3. Practical processing 

All experiments contained in this document have been processed from a sample of a 

continuously cast bloom of a diameter of 400mm made by Třinecké železárny. Figure 10 shows 

the path used to obtain (D)CCT diagrams and comparison from the given sample. The specific 

HSLA steel used for this seamless tubes production is a X70 grade which means that its yield 

strength is 70 ksi = 482 MPa. The chosen alloy is made from the following chemical 

composition: 0.16 C – 1.0 Mn – 0.2 Cr – 0.05 V – 0.03 Nb wt%. 

 

 

Figure 10 : Flowchart of the practical analysis 

  

Different heating treatments and/or rolling is apply 

to the chosen macrostructures. 
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the position in Figure 11. 
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3.1 Identification of the continuously cast bloom 

0. Bloom 1. Cuts & surfacing 2. Optical analysis 

 

  

Reception of the bloom sample 

made by Třinecké železárny 

company 

Cuts & surfacing in order to 

make keep all the information 

and reduce roughness. 

Determination of the 

macrostructures of the blooms 

and their location 

Figure 11 : identification phases of the continuously cast bloom 

3.1.1 Cuts and surfacing 

For the experiments it has been chosen to cut the continuously cast bloom in a quarter of a slice. 

This shape is the most suitable because it collects all the microstructures possible from the 

bloom, corresponding to all the range of cooling parameters. Also this is done with “only” 4 

cuts of the bloom (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12 : schemes of cuts 

 Cutting is in this case a very convenient solution for several reasons. Those cuts allows:  

 Better handling 

 To select inner section 

 To obtain a part fitting a microscope 

 Reduce the energy, work and cost without loss of quality 

 Participate to the preparation of the subsequent thermomechanical experiments.  
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Unfortunately, this method involve the “destruction” of a part of the bloom. This is necessary 

according to the current level of technology and it is acceptable because of the price of the 

extracted sacrificed sample compare to development benefit. 

Optical analysis planned right after the cut is relatively demanding in terms of surface quality. 

The selected sample has been mill worked, polished and etched. 

Etching is chemical attack processed after polishing which affect unequally the sample’s 

surface. Therefore, grains boundary and some grains are superficially dissolved. It results an 

emphasizing of the present phase. After few experiments, for this metal, reagent of nitric acid 

and alcohol called Nital had been selected for its efficacy. This reagent moreover often used for 

etching of low carbon steels. 

3.1.2 Optical analysis 

During cooling process (which includes solidification) of the alloy in the mold, the temperature 

over the position is heterogeneous. In fact, the thermal insulation gradually decreases when 

approaching the wall of the mold. Local cooling rates lead to disparate level of precipitation, 

segregation, diffusion.  

Said by simpler words, there are uneven physical and chemical properties of steel along the 

section of the casted bloom. Nevertheless, it is important to notify that the structures are not 

frozen once to ambient temperature, application of strain or/and high temperature can make 

them evolve.  
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Figure 13 : Classic schemes of con-cast structure from literature [2] 

From Figure 14, it is possible to give coarse estimation of grain sizes and rate of share of the 

phases. In accordance with literature (Figure 13), the optical analysis of the bloom lighted up 

three kind of macrostructures in the selected cross section which are: 

1) Chill zone: Melted steel was in direct contact with much colder mold’s wall. It provoked 

high cooling rate in the circumference of the bloom. This high cooling rate produced 

small and equiaxed grains.  

2) Columnar zone: as the cooling decreases compared to the chill zone, the grains are 

bigger and preferentially oriented in the direction of the heat flow. The presence of 

dotted lines in the direction of the cooling rate gradient is observable by the unetched 

macrography. 

3) Center equiaxed zone: in the center of the bloom, there is a super cooling phenomenon 

making relatively small equiaxed grains. Also because the volume of liquid is slightly 

lower than the volume of free space due to the reduction of temperature, it appears 

defects as cracks or porosity. 

Reminder: 

One of the purpose of this work is to determine the influence of initial microstructure on the 

final product. It is necessary to know locations of microstructures to be able to compare them. 
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Figure 14 : Overview of microstructures over the position in the con-cast product 

3.2 Thermomechanical experiments 

3.2.1 Experimental path 

After a determination of the given macrostructures and their locations, samples has been taken 

off from the center the equiaxed zone and from the columnar one (Figure 15). The purpose of 

this experiment is mainly to deduce influence of deformation and initial microstructure on the 

final product. In order to do it, it has been done a comparison between fine and coarse 

microstructures, and comparison of a cooling into the dilatometer while applying or not a 

deformation. When deformation was applied, it was applied at 900°C with the same amount 

and same strain rate which are respectively ε=0.35 and ἐ=1s-1. 
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Figure 15 : Positions of the samples on the bloom cross section 

3.2.2 Hot rolling and normalizing of area A 

The purpose of these steps is to refine the already finer grains (compared with the sample B) 

but also to change the shape of the part Figure 16.  

 The given samples are 16 passes hot rolled under 900°C to 1280°C. More theoretically, during 

this phase, grains are stretched by stress to austenite temperature. These conditions promote 

recrystallization that means, the storage of the energy by the nucleation of brand new grains in 

the metal. The output part contains more grains than before, or in other words, finer grains size.  

Normalizing treatment consists of heating the sample for a short time to ≃50°C above the 

austenitization temperature (which is ≃900°C) and cooling it to medium rate [33]. During these 

experiments it had been used induction furnace and air cooling on tiny metal strips for 

homogeneous cooling. This heat treatment brings usually pearlite and ferrite, more 

homogeneity of grains size, finer grains size, better mechanical and plastic properties. 
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Normalizing and heating of the part has been done by resistance’s furnace. Steels containing 

less than 0.20% C not use to receive treatment consequent to normalizing. However, medium-

carbon or high-carbon steels are often tempered after normalizing to obtain specific properties 

such as a lower hardness for straightening, cold working, or machining. 

 

Figure 16 : preprocessing for CCT and DCCT with fine initial microstructures 

3.2.3 Heating of the sample of area B 

In order to increase the grain size of the columnar zone, the sample has been heated to 1280°C 

at a rate of 10°C/s. Such a temperature will encourage the grains growth. The sample is then 

cooled down to 900°C at a rate of 5°C/s (Figure 18).  Temperature is then stabilize to 900°C 

during a dwell time to homogenize the temperature through the piece. In real conditions, in the 

factory of seamless tubes a deformation is also applied; in this assessment a deformation is also 

applied during the dwell time. Deformation becomes therefore an interesting parameter to take 

into account. After this preheating cycle dilatometry measurements can start Figure 17.  

 

Figure 17 : preprocessing for DCCT with initial microstructure 
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Figure 18: Thermic cycle for grains growth in the sample B 

3.3 Characterization 

The  Figure 19 displays the logic path of this scientific studies.  

 

Figure 19 : Different assessments and data they offer 
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3.3.1 Optical assessment 

Phases and Morphologies 

By micrography it has been found, at ambient temperatures after experiments, among all the 

samples the following phases: 

 Ferrite (with acicular and granular morphology) 

 Pearlite 

 MA – mixture of martensite and austenite 

 Martensite 

 Bainite. 

Micrographies of those obtained phases appear in this section. 

 

Figure 20 : Micrographies of ferrite-pearlite structure at different scale.  

Ferrite equiaxed  

Pearlite 
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Those two micrographies Figure 20 come from a sample taken in the center of the bloom, after 

deformation and dilatometry with a cooling rate of 0.15°C/s. However, it is observable that two 

phases forms the assessed sample. Long horizontal (on the micrographies) dark strips are known 

to be pearlite, which used to be lamellar. In other hand lighter grains are known to be equiaxed 

ferrite. This structure is typical and quite easy to identify with little bit of experience, it is usual 

on iron cooled on relatively slow cooling rate. This kind of microstructure used to be known as 

ductile with low hardness. 

For this structure the important parameters are: 

 The grain size of the ferrite 

 The evenness of the ferrite grain size 

 The share rate ferrite/pearlite. 

 

Figure 21 : Ferrite globular/acicular 

This micrography Figure 21, comes from a sample taken in the columnar zone, after 

deformation and dilatometry with a cooling rate of 0.7°C/s. Here there are observable 3 types 

of morphologies, the equiaxed ferrite, the acicular ferrite (needle shape, see yellow circle on 

the Figure 21), and a darker mixture. The darker mixture has been identified later by hardness 

test as pearlite and bainite. The heterogeneity of the ferrite morphology and grain size drop 

down the mechanical characteristics of the metal which is highly unwanted for engineering 

purpose. 
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Figure 22 : Martensite 

This micrography Figure 22 comes from a sample quenched in different terms cooled down at 

a high cooling rate, 60°C/s. There is only one kind of phase visible, fine with acicular shape, it 

is possible to deduce that the present phase is martensite. Those microstructures are known for 

their high hardness and low ductility. 

  

Figure 23 : Limit of the microscopy 

For more complicated and finer mixtures Figure 23, micrography shows its limits to identify 

properly the present microstructures. In this case, correlation between hardness test and sharped 

eyes studying the micrography is required. Any predilection about the mechanical 

characteristics are, as well, very complicated. 
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Grain size of Austenite 

Because the initial microstructures before cooling down the sample have shown its theoretical 

importance. In fact the difference of the ferrite grain size in the previous experience has been 

already up to 20% simply influenced by the austenite grain size. At low cooling rate, finer 

austenite gives finer ferrite which has better mechanical characteristics.  

In order to measure the grain size of the austenite it have been chosen to study the samples 

cooled down to the highest cooling rate. More than hard martensite product, these samples are 

the consequence of austenite structure frozen by high cooling rate. By this fact, they are the best 

tracking chance to obtain the grain size of the initial austenite grain size.  The samples have 

consequently been polished, etched with special method and analyzed by micrography. Results 

are once more precise enough to get approximation and verification of our theories. 

 

 

Figure 24 : Austenite small grain size (CTT-900°C) 
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Figure 25 : Austenite coarse grain size (DCCT-1280°C) 

The grain size on the Figure 24 is estimated at 10µm whereas the ones on the Figure 25 is about 

200µm. Moreover, according to our observation the grain size uses to be more even in the case 

of the Figure 24.  

3.3.2 Hardness experiments 

During these experiments the Rockwell B hardness testing (Figure 26) has been chosen. For 

this test the penetrator is a hard steel ball with a diameter equal to 1.59mm=1/16 in. with a load 

of 100kgf=980N. After the application of such a load, sample has been imprinted by the 

penetrator. The diameter of the imprint is then measured and converted into Rockwell B 

hardness. 

 

Figure 26 : Schema of Rockwell B testing - F is the applied load - d is the diameter of the 

imprint to measure 
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Micro hardness 

Micro hardness is a hybrid method between micrography and hardness which has shown an 

essential presence in this study. Practically it works same as the hardness test, but it uses much 

smaller penetrator (from pyramidal shape, see Figure 27 and Figure 28) with also, lower loads. 

The edges of the pyramid imprint have to be measured in order to obtain hardness values. 

Comparison with classical hardness test can be made on individual constituents of a 

microstructure, and it is possible to determine the hardness of particles as small as 0.2 mm. This 

will be particularly suitable to identify and verify the phase described in the previous chapter. 

 

Figure 27 : Micro hardness Vickers test taken into ferrite 

Results of micro hardness experiments must be given with the indication as “HV 0.05”. Indeed, 

because hardness has no universal unit, this indication specifies the value obtained (or its 

equivalent) during specified assessment. HV as hardness Vickers which matches with a 

pyramidal shape of penetrator, 0.05 is the load indication in kgf, which is equal to 50gf or 2000 

times less than in Rockwell B experiment.  

Hardness [HV 0.05] Phase  

≥230 Ferrite 

≈300 MA- Martensite and austenite mixture 

≈320 Bainite + Ferrite mixture 

≈450 Bainite 

≈600 or more Martensite 

Table 2 : Micro hardness values corresponding to phases [34] 
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With the values in Table 2 it becomes much easier and reliable to identify for example bainite 

and MA from a sample. It is clear that MA and bainite + ferrite mixture have close value, and, 

can be mixed up if only micro hardness results. That is why visual have its importance, MA 

looks homogenous whereas, bainite + ferrite has contrasted stripped. 

 

Figure 28 : 4 Micro HV 0.05 test into MA phase 

4. Correlation of results 

The previous assessments allows to identify the final products phases according to their cooling 

rate, previous deformation and also their initial microstructures. To go further, several 

appropriate data matching together provide: 

 Bring easy and quick understanding of the results 

 Pull out even more information than taking them one by one 

 Be able of some predictions 

 Come to a conclusion. 

More precisely, previous test provide enough information to find share rates at every cooling 

rates. Furthermore, as it was the purpose, it have been obtaining enough data to create CCT and 

DCCT diagrams. Thereby, with the aim of comparing the samples, results of test from several 

sample have been overlaid. For example the two DCCT diagrams are overlaying on Figure 36. 
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4.1 Results of elementary correlation 

4.1.1 Ferrite grains size 

It is imperative to precise few information about the measurements and calculations done. The 

accuracy of the given result is relatively low, it can reach 80%. Nevertheless relating the given 

results together, is useful and reliable way to compare the microstructures coarseness as show 

Table 3Error! Reference source not found..  

CCT-900°C-fine DCCT-900°C-fine DCCT-1280°C-coarse 

Cooling rate Grain ø Cooling rate Grain ø Cooling rate Grain ø 

0.15°C/s 12.0µm 0.15°C/s 11.9µm 0.3°C/s 17.1µm 

1°C/s 10.2µm 1°C/s 11.6µm 0.5°C/s 16.3µm 

4°C/s 9.5µm 4°C/s 9.3µm 0.7°C/s 15.9µm 

Table 3: Grain size of ferrite on different samples 

As a reminder it is important to mention that only few measures at low cooling rate are possible 

to get, because ferrite does not appear to all cooling rate. 

Observation 

 Clear relationship between grain size of ferrite and the cooling rate exists. The higher is 

the cooling rate, the bigger is the average grain size. 

 The influence of the austenite grains size is perfectly highlighted with this experiment. 

Indeed, the importance of the grain size before cooling is crucial in order to obtain the 

wanted final microstructures. Coarser austenite microstructure leads to uneven grain 

size of the final microstructure (see differences between Figure 24 and Figure 25), but 

also to a coarser average grain size. Such a results are unwanted. 

 On contrary to initial grain size, deformation have low influence on final ferrite grain 

size. 
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4.1.2 Hardness 

Figure 29 : Influence of cooling rate on hardness curves correlation 

Observations from Figure 29 

 As expected according to the theory, higher cooling rates provide higher hardness. 

 The influence of the initial grain size largely affects hardness and more largely 

mechanical properties. Fine initial microstructure provides much lower hardness, up to 

65%. 

 Under a cooling rate of 5°C/s, the presence of deformation seems to have no influence. 

At higher cooling rate, deformation can decrease hardness up to 15%.  
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4.2 Phases share assessment 

4.2.1 Sample without deformation – Fine initial microstructure 

Cooling 

rate[°C/s] 

Hardness  

HV 30 

Ferrite 

[%] 

Pearlite+MA 

[%] 

Martensite+Bainite 

 +MA[%] 

0,15 147 78 22     

1 162 76 24     

4 168 74 26 (MA)   

12 200 61 39 (MA)   

35 264 42   (MA) 58 

80 300 27   (MA) 73 

180 437 5     95 

Table 4: Phases share on sample without deformation – Fine initial microstructure 

 

Figure 30 : Phases share on sample without deformation – Fine initial microstructure 

Note: in this graph the influence of the ferrite and the martensite on the hardness is noteworthy. When 

ferrite share rate decreases, hardness increases. On contrary, when martensite share rate increases, 

hardness increases. 
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4.2.2 Sample with deformation – Fine initial microstructure 

Cooling rate 

 [°C/s] 

Hardness 

 HV 30 

Ferrite 

[%] 

 Pearlite+MA 

[%] 

  

Martensite+Bainite

+MA [%] 

0,15 147 79 21     

0,5 151 77 23     

4 174 68 32     

12 221 54 46 (MA)   

35 238 45   (MA) 55 

80 266 32   (MA) 68 

Table 5: Phases share on sample with deformation – Fine initial microstructure 

 

Figure 31: Phases share on sample with deformation – Fine initial microstructure 
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4.2.3 Sample with deformation – Coarse initial microstructure 

Cooling rate 

[°C/s] 

Hardness 

HV 30 

Ferrite+ 

Acicular Ferrite 

[%] 

Pearlite+ 

Granular 

Bainite[%] 

Martensite+ 

Bainite 

[%] 

0,3 166 68   32    

0,5 187 65 (AF) 35    

0,7 193 62 (AF) 38    

1 198 60 (AF) 40    

4 229 52 (AF) 48 (GB)  

12 265 40 (AF) 60 (GB)  

20 333 20 (AF)    80 

35 389 5      95 

60 413 1      99 

Table 6: Phases share on sample with deformation – coarse initial microstructure 

 

Figure 32 : Phases share on sample with deformation – coarse initial microstructure 
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4.2.4 (D)CCT diagrams 

Figure 34, Figure 33and Figure 35 are the (D)CCT diagrams correlating the previous results. 

More theoretical information can be find in chapter 2.6 

 

   

Figure 33 : DCCT - Fine initial microstructure 

 

Figure 34 : CCT - Fine initial microstructure 
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4.2.5 (D)CCT diagrams correlations 

In order to observe influence of initial grain size and deformation on phase transformation 

temperatures and times, (D)CCT diagrams have been overlapped (see Figure 36 and Figure 37).  

 

Figure 36 : Influence of deformation on phase transformation temperature 

Note: Cooling rates of 130°C/s and 180°C/s have been done only for CCT diagrams. 

Figure 35 : DCCT - Coarse initial microstructure 
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Observation: 

 Pearlite starts and finishes temperatures are barely influenced by deformation 

 Ferrite starts temperatures is relatively constant through several cooling rate when 

deformation are applied 

 Martensite is formed with a cooling rate of 35°C/s when deformation are applied. 

 

Figure 37 : Influence of the initial microstructure coarseness on phase transformation 

temperatures 

Observation: 

 At the lowest cooling rates, results are quite similar. 

 At higher cooling rate, fine initial microstructures support the formation of bainite, 

pearlite and ferrite. The temperature of ferrite formation is very significative of this 

observation. 

 At cooling rate higher than 25°C/s martensite starts temperature is not influenced. 
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5. Conclusion 

Experiments have provided enough information to understand the influence of previous 

deformation and also of the initial microstructure. Among these two parameters, initial 

microstructure shown its huge influence on mechanical properties at all cooling rates whereas 

previous deformation feeble impact.  

Coarse initial microstructures use to significantly increase hardness, and more likely decrease 

substantially ductility and toughness. By looking deeper in microstructures, it appears that at 

low cooling rates coarse initial grain size have catastrophic influence. Indeed, it increases the 

average grain size but above all, it brings high heterogeneity of the grain size of ferrite, which 

reduces considerably mechanical properties of the part.  

In case of coarse initial microstructure at low cooling rate (lower than 0.7°C/s), phase 

transformation temperatures are not much influenced. At higher cooling rates results are totally 

different, transformations temperature of ferrite and pearlite is kept up and stabilized by fine 

initial microstructure. At the highest cooling rates, fine initial microstructure supports formation 

of bainite, whereas coarser, supports formation of martensite. 

More generally speaking, fine initial microstructure gives more homogenous results and 

arguably better mechanical characteristics (even though it lowers hardness). Management of 

this initial grain size is a key parameter of a stable and resilient production. In the case of coarse 

microstructure, it is possible to refine it by using proper thermomechanical treatment i.e. 

successive heating and deformation. 

Previous deformation did not impact the obtained phases and share rates, hardness and grain 

size neither at a cooling rate up to 5°C/s. Application of deformation slightly influenced ferrite 

starts temperature by stabilizing it, whereas pearlite starts and finishes temperatures as well as 

bainite starts temperature were slightly shifted down. Hardness lowered by 15% when 

deformations were applied. 

Since these operations are thermomechanical processes, it can influence austenite properties 

and forward, influence the properties of the final product. It becomes then an important 

parameter to test. Altogether, deformation does not seem to have such a drastic influence in 

comparison to grain size of the austenite. 
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